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1 Introduction
Transparent and efficient management of project data requires that a document sharing system is in place.
The purpose of the document sharing system is to allow equal access to all document data, enable reliable
version management and to reduce the need for extensive email exchange with large file attachments.
An internal document sharing system accessible to all project partners has been set up by the Coordinator,.
The system is based on Microsoft Teams and is one of the supported IT infrastructures managed by VTT.
The actual deliverable (type Other) consists of making the system available for the project and configuring
it for the project purposes.
The main features are summarised here.

2 The Microsoft Teams site
The project site (“the Team”) is called ConnectedFactories2. Persons assigned as project contacts have
been assigned membership to the Team. Persons outside VTT have Guest accounts, with sufficient access
rights. The Team is “closed”, meaning that nobody except assigned members can view or access the team
content.
Accessing the Team requires a Microsoft Office 365 account that can be obtained free of charge.
The Teams site can be accessed through the Microsoft Teams application, which can be downloaded for
free, a mobile phone app, or through a web interface.

2.1 Structure
The ConnectedFactories 2 Team includes 8 “channels”, one for each work package and one for general
project affairs. Each channel includes the following sections:




Posts, where the users can collaborate through an messaging board
Files, which is a document library
Wiki, which allows the users to create structured content on the site

Users have the rights to create additional channels, document libraries, initiate and contribute to
discussions, send notifications and edit documents.

2.2 Use
The rules and practices regarding the document sharing system, including where to store specific file such
as deliverable drafts, submitted deliverables, contacts and official documents are outlined in the project
Quality Plan. Many project partners have already visited the site and documents have been uploaded to the
system.
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2.3 Screenshots

Figure 1. ConnectedFactories 2 team channels
.

Figure 2. Work package channel, WP7.
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Figure 3. The document library of WP7.

Figure 4. Wiki page, WP 7.

3 Conclusions
A file sharing system has been established and access to project members has been granted. The system
includes additional communication and exchange features such as a messaging board and Wiki.
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